Q3 Trading and Strategy Update
Capital markets day 2014 presentation

Safe harbour
Cautionary statement regarding forward-looking statements
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements
that are not historical facts, including (but not limited to) statements expressing or implying Fugro's
beliefs, expectations, intentions, forecasts, estimates or predictions (and the assumptions underlying
them). Forward-looking statements necessarily involve risks and uncertainties. The actual future results
and situations may therefore differ materially from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking
statements. Such differences may be caused by various factors (including, but not limited to,
developments in the oil and gas industry and related markets, currency risks and unexpected
operational setbacks).
Any forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based on information currently
available to Fugro's management. Fugro assumes no obligation to in each case make a public
announcement if there are changes in that information or if there are otherwise changes or
developments in respect of the forward-looking statements in this presentation.
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Q3 TRADING
UPDATE

Paul van Riel
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Q3 Trading update

Market conditions remain challenging
Oil and gas industry faces continued headwinds
2014 YTD Brent oil price



Decelerating oil & gas markets





US$/bbl
120

Increasing capital discipline international oil
companies (“IOCs”)

110

Rapidly declining oil price

100

Delays and postponements of oil and gas
projects

90



80
Jan-14

Pre-Final Investment Decision (“FID”)
activities particularly hard hit

Apr-14

Jul-14

Oct-14

Source: Bloomberg, October 2014

But some brighter spots remain


Continued investments by national oil companies (“NOCs”)



Post-FID and production related budgets and opex appear to be under less pressure so far
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Q3 Trading update

Q3 Results significantly below expectations
Revenue (unaudited, excluding multi-client)
2014

2013

EUR 696 million

EUR 667 million

+ 1.4% at constant exchange rates

EUR 1,848 million

EUR 1,783 million

+ 5.5% at constant exchange rates

Q3
Year-to-date

Revenue growth

Margins
 Mid single digit − slightly up compared to Q2-2014, significantly below same quarter last year
 Combined Geotech, Survey, Subsea: margin in low teens
 Seabed still loss making
Impairments
 Lower than expected results and deteriorating mid-term market outlook will result in additional
impairments in Q4 in the range of EUR 200 – 250 million.
Backlog
 Next 12 months at EUR 1,700 million, -1% at constant exchange rates
Net debt / EBITDA
 Net debt / EBITDA of 2.4 excluding uncalled bank guarantees and non-cash one-offs, 2.9
including
Dividend break 2014
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Q3 Trading update

Fugro Q3 Performance
Highlights


Market leadership positions maintained in
challenging environment





Backlog flattening



Indirect stake in recent exploration success
in Australia (multi-client)
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Duration and size of losses in Seabed



Less favourable business mix and lower

Continued good performance in geotech
onshore and several survey business lines



Challenges

Organisational transformation on track

utilisation in geotech offshore


Low utilisation geophysical surveys in
North America



Continued losses in aerial mapping



Weak multi-client sales



Price pressure



Working capital inefficiency
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2014 Outlook


Project postponements and cancellations causing increased uncertainty



Combined Geotech, Survey and Subsea H2-2014 EBIT margin: mid-single digit1



Continued losses in Seabed Geosolutions in H2-2014: around H1-2014 level1



Low visibility in multi-client sales

1. excluding impairments and one-offs
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Stepping up action across the board to improve profitability and cash flow

Group level


Maintain market share and leadership in
Geotech and Survey



Divisional level
Geotech  Exit well intervention market
 Postpone fleet replacement investments
and reduce vessel charters

Review options for underperforming or
subscaled businesses



Stepped-up performance improvement
programmes across all divisions



Organisational simplification and
standardisation



 Realign offshore operations to market
conditions

Survey

 Reduce fleet expansion and renewal

Subsea

Focus on cash generation





Substantially scaling down investments



Actively targeting working capital gains

2014 dividend break

 Restructuring aerial mapping to asset
light geospatial solutions provider
 Continue on-going Profit Improvement
Programme
 Increased focus on oil and gas opex
 Explore partnership options to build
global IRRM portfolio

Seabed

 Significant restructuring to turn around
performance
 Explore strategic alternatives

Improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points over next 2 years, majority in 2015
Investment reduction to generate annual cash flow savings of EUR 125–225 million
Working capital improvement of up to EUR 50–100 million in 2015
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Paul van Riel
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Strategy update

Key takeaways


Compelling long-term potential but challenging mid-term market conditions



Geotech and Survey continue to provide a sound core



Building on our strengths to restore margins, improve ROCE and sustain strong cash flow
generation


Tangible action being taken across the board to improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points
over next 2 years, with majority of the improvement actions to be finalised in 2015



Reduced expansion and replacement investment and M&A by EUR 125–225 million



EUR 50–100 million working capital improvement in 2015



Strategy adjusted to reflect new reality in the oil and gas market



Fugro mid-term targets have been updated
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Leadership in providing essential earth and engineering data
Full services suite
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Key strengths


Global leadership in Geotech and Survey



Unparalleled capabilities based on
proprietary technology and in-depth
expertise and experience



Increasing share of large multi-disciplinary
projects combining data acquisition and
geoconsulting



Balanced exposure across oil and gas
value chain



Additional exposure to infrastructure and
renewable markets



Growth in emerging economies
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Strategy update

Diversified revenue base
Diversified revenue base
Geoscience
10%
Geotech
29%

Revenues by segment
Building and
infrastructure
17%

Other
4%

Subsea
24%

Oil and gas
related
79%

Survey
37%

Revenues by geography
Europe
35%

Americas
25%

Revenues by client type
Utilities &
water
3%
Government
4%
Contractors
& suppliers
25%

Asia Pacific
21%
Middle East
9%

Africa
10%

Independents
& pipeline
ops
20%

Mining
majors
1%

Top 100 clients
sales (63% of
total revenue)

Supermajors
25%

NOC
22%

All data based on 2013 revenue
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Oil and gas – medium-term headwinds, long-term appealing
Short- to medium-term headwinds
Exploration Capex as % of Total

Brent Oil Price US$

18%

120

Positive long-term outlook
Million boe
100
Yet to find

Average level of exploration
capex since 2000
12%

80

75

Fields under
appraisal
Fields under
developments
Tight oil

50
6%

40
25

0%
2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

EU Exploration Capex as a % of Total Capex (LHS)

2012

2014E

0
2000

Brent Oil Price (RHS)

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research



Prolonged slow economic growth impacting
growth in energy demand



Significant supply growth (shale) and desire
to maintain market share by large OPEC
players are driving up supply and pressuring
oil price
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Fields in
production

0

Capital discipline drive of IOCs and
independents especially impacting pre-FID
spending on large capital projects,
compounded by lower oil price

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035
Source: IHS, 2013








Depletion of existing fields is high and
continues to increase
Long term production capacity of shale oil
and gas uncertain
Deepwater remains key for replacing
depletion
30% of incremental production predicted to
come from new deepwater fields by 2020
Opex budgets expected to continue to grow
NOCs will continue to invest to support
domestic political agendas
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Strategy update

Exposure across full oil and gas value chain
Final investment
decision

Exploration
& appraisal

Development
planning

Field
development

Production
& maintenance

Abandon &
decommission

Site investigation

Survey

Construction support

Positioning signals & serv.

Positioning signals & serv.
MetOcean

Site investigation

Geotech

Engineering / Consultancy

Inspection, repair, replace
& maintenance

Subsea
Drill support

Drill support
Construction support & installation

(1)

Geoscience

Offshore Revenues

1.
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Seabed geophysics
~15%

~25%

Seabed geophysics
~20%

~35%

~5%

Excludes multi-client
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Strategy update

Oil and gas – offshore reserves required to meet 2020 demand
Break-even prices for non-producing assets
Break-even price, USD/bbl
Arctic

100

Offshore
shelf

75

Onshore
Middle East

50

Deepwater

53
43

54

78
US
shale

74

62
57

55

49
Onshore
Russia

29

25

Onshore
Rest of the
World

Ultra
deepwater

Extra
heavy oil

Oil Sands

0
0

10

20

30

40
50
60
70
Total 2020 liquid production, Million boe/d

80

90

100

Average break-even
Source: Rystad Energy June 2014
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Other markets – continued opportunity
Renewable energy




Long-term growth in renewable energy is
expected (despite current dip as result of
policy uncertainty in some countries)
Offshore wind is the key pillar of European
energy transition but is behind policy
targets


UK, Denmark and Germany are
European leaders in offshore wind



Much interest in China, USA and Japan



Industry needs to realise significant
efficiency gains and cost reduction to
be independently viable

Infrastructure


Slow post recession recovery particularly in
Europe



Developing markets offer best growth
prospects



Asia-Pacific market will represent nearly
60% of global spending by 2025



Countries in Africa and Middle East
boosting spending for transportation and
natural resources including water

Source: Bloomberg; New Energy Finance
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Markets changes affect Fugro
Key market trends

Impact on Fugro


Reduced work volume from IOCs



Project delays, postponements and cancellations



Price pressure

Deepwater / pre-FID market expected to be subdued
in 2015 & 2016



Reduced deepwater higher margin activities in all
business lines

Continued growth of NOC spending



Strong markets in ME, Brasil, & Mexico



Continued high level of geospatial activities in US in
support of shale activities

Capital discipline by oil and gas majors

Continued development of shale
Weak infrastructure activities in Europe; strong in
emerging economies



Renewables growing but at uncertain pace

 Offshore wind activities continue but limited visibility

More standardised project solutions



Increasing share of multi disciplinary and/or longerterm contracts



Continued drive for local content
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Low margins onshore in Europe; move to Asia and

 Africa

Increasing call for ‘no frills solutions’



Development favours large integrated service
providers
More emphasis on local offices
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Strategy update

Strategic priorities rebalanced to reflect current environment


Since October last year and our 2013 strategy update, markets have changed
dramatically



Fugro has taken strong action and adapting to today’s environment, which is expected
to remain challenging for some time



Strategic priorities have been adjusted to focus on profitability improvement and cash
flow generation rather than growth



Fugro continues to build on its key strengths to deliver superior client solutions,
enhanced project execution and improved financial performance
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Strategy update

Focused portfolio





Geotech and Survey continue to provide sound core


Maintain leadership in offshore Geotech & grow selected positions onshore



Exit well services



Strengthen market leadership in Survey

Focus on operator opex in Subsea




Turn around Seabed Geosolutions
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Explore partnership options to build a leading global IRRM portfolio

Explore strategic alternatives
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Strategy update

Strategic priorities for Team Fugro

Step-up
performance
discipline

Leverage
our scale

Accelerate
innovation

Intensify
collaboration
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Capex discipline, operational cost reduction and Performance Improvement
Programme across divisions



Working capital reduction programme in place



Continue to strengthen project execution



Simplify group organisation



Strengthening standardisation



Further build-out of group support functions (finance, QHSSE, HR, IT, legal and
central purchasing)



Increase focus on integrated information solutions



Drive next generation measurement technology (fibre-optic based)



Business model innovation with focus on end-client deliverables



Cooperate with key clients to deliver safer and more efficient solutions



Effective sharing of resources and best practices across the group



Finalise regionalisation



Support functions as business partner
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Strategy update – ‘Building on Strength’

Building on Strength
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What: Focused portfolio

How: Team Fugro

Maintain leadership in offshore Geotech &
grow selected positions onshore

Step-up performance discipline

Strengthen market leadership in Survey

Leverage our scale

Focus on operator opex in Subsea

Accelerate innovation

Turn around Seabed Geosolutions

Intensify collaboration
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Strategy update

Updated mid-term targets
Fugro has updated its mid-term targets to reflect current market conditions and profit
improvement initiatives currently underway
Building on Strength
Updated mid-term targets (2017)

Growth through Leadership
Previous mid-term targets (2016)

Low end range: current market conditions
High end range: improved market conditions

Based on sustained growth environment

8 – 12%

≈ 15%

EBIT Margin
Fugro
Geotech onshore

8 – 11%
> 15%

Geotech offshore

11 – 15%

Survey

12 – 15%

> 18%

Subsea

6 – 9%

> 12%

Seabed

5 – 10%

> 12%

8 – 12%

≈ 14%

ROCE
Fugro1

1. Excluding multi-client
Return on capital employed (ROCE) is defined as NOPAT as a percentage of a three points average capital employed (average total equity plus net interest bearing debt excluding the
vendor loan related to the divestment of the majority of the Geosciences business and the Seabed warrant). The three points consist of the last three reporting periods.
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Key takeaways


Compelling long-term potential but challenging mid-term market conditions



Geotech and Survey continue to provide a sound core



Building on our strengths to restore margins, improve ROCE and sustain strong cash flow
generation


Tangible action being taken across the board to improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points
over next 2 years, with majority of the improvement actions to be finalised in 2015



Reduced expansion and replacement investment and M&A by EUR 125–225 million



EUR 50–100 million working capital improvement in 2015



Strategy adjusted to reflect new reality in the oil and gas market



Fugro mid-term targets have been updated
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Paul Verhagen
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Finance update

Key takeaways



Adapting Fugro to current and mid-term market conditions



Addressing unacceptable margin and ROCE development and return to positive cash flow to
delever the balance sheet


Actions defined to improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points in the next 2 years with the
majority of the actions finalised in 2015



Replacement and expansion investments will be adjusted by EUR 125–225 million to manage
positive free cash flow



Accounts receivable improvement programme in place to deliver up to EUR 50–100 million cash
in 2015



Continued to strengthen business controls



Mid-term targets updated to reflect current market conditions and the profit improvement initiatives
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Addressing unacceptable margin development
Geotech

Survey

Subsea

Geoscience

Fugro

EBIT Margin (%) (1)

18.1
11.8

11.8

7.4

0.3

11.4
2.8(2)

12.5

2.1

(1.4)
(36,5)
1HY13

1HY14

1HY13

1HY14

1HY13

1HY14

1HY13

1HY14

1HY13

1HY14

Tangible action being taken across the board to improve EBIT margin
Tangible action being taken across the board to improve EBIT margin
 Postpone fleet
replacement
investments and
reduce vessel
charters
 Align offshore
operations to
market

 Further restructuring  Increase focus on
aerial mapping to
operator opex
asset light
 Restructure
geospatial solutions
remaining loss
provider
making activities
 Substantially reduce  Improved bidding
fleet expansion and
and contract
renewal
management

 Exit well
intervention market
1.
2.
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1HY 14 excluding impairments and non-cash one-offs
Excluding effects of fire and strike

 Leadership changes  Organisational
simplication
 Significant
restructuring to
stop the bleeding

 Shared service
centers

 Drastically improve
project execution

 Improve business
controls

 Explore strategic
alternatives

 Standardisation

 Explore partnership
options to build
global IRRM
business
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Finance update

Q3 Results significantly below expectations



Fugro expects additional impairments in Q4 in the range of EUR 200-250 million due to lower than
expected results and deteriorating mid term market conditions
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Impairments will be required for following items


Majority in Geoscience division (Seabed Geosolutions, multi-client data library)



Non-trade accounts receivables



PP&E write-downs (Fugro Synergy vessel)



Deferred tax assets
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Finance update

Tangible actions being taken to improve EBIT margin
Target EBIT margin expansion
Majority of improvement actions to be finalised in 2015
+ 5–6%

Geotech

Survey

Subsea

Actions

Key drivers
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Primarily cost
reduction

Aerial
mapping turn
around and
other cost
reduction

Stop loss
making
activities, and
step up
Performance
Improvement
Programme

Turn-around
Seabed

Improved
utilisation,
project
execution and
cost reduction

Simplification
savings

Investments /
restructuring
costs

2016 / 2017

Shared services centres,
reductions legal entities and
implementation IT roadmap
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Finance update

Significant investments and M&A impact H1- 2014 free cash flow
H1 2014 − Working cap, M&A, capex, dividends

(7)
102
(134)

(88)
(65)
(169)
17
(52)
(30)

Operating CF Working capital
before working
capital

Capex

Acquisitions

Other CF from Free cash flow
investing

Dividend

Share
repurchase

CF before other
financing
activities

Actions are in progress to restore positive free cash flow
Actions detailed on next pages
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Working capital – opportunities for significant efficiency gains identified



Deep-dive analysis of 10 pilot operating companies undertaken
Key findings



Operations focused on technical solutions
and project execution



Relatively low cash focus within operations



Processes and accountabilities around
receivables & WIP activities not sufficiently
clear

1 – Development of AR & WIP best practice
guidelines
2 – Dash-for-Cash (D4C) initiative

3 – Implementation of AR & WIP dashboard

4 – Local receivables and WIP champions



2nd wave will be rolled out Q1-2015 to 10 more opcos including lessons learned from 1st wave



More accurate measurement of working capital KPIs will be implemented in 2015



Target days revenue outstanding < 105 days at year end 2015



Cash opportunity of EUR 50 million to EUR 100 million has been identified for total Fugro in 2015
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Working capital – first quick wins realised with D4C initiative



D4C initiative increases focus on managing cash to all levels of organisation



D4C initiative require prioritisation of largest receivables accounts and WIP projects with systematic
follow-up, escalation and decision making by local management



D4C has resulted in achievement of September target (example operating company shown below)

Single OpCo example – Working capital performance summary
Days
150

100

50

0
sep-13

nov-13
Days unbilled outstanding

32

jan-14

mar-14
Days billed outstanding

may-14

jul-14

sep-14

Days revenue outstanding
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Finance update

Enhanced capex and M&A discipline
Target annual investment level
EUR Million

425
25

Additional
central R&D

75

M&A

225

Replacement +
expansion capex

200 – 300
25
0-50
75-125

100
Previous guidance

Maintenance capex

100

Updated guidance

Investments in vessels and equipment will be reduced
whilst protecting incremental investments in innovation
33
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Positive free cash flow through increased capital efficiency
Pro-forma annual cash flow development

75
175

25
270
145

Depreciation and Working capital Capex and M&A Additional R&D
amortisation
improvement

34

+ net income = Free Cash Flow

Free cash flow
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Finance update

Strong liquidity buffer
Debt maturity profile

Strong liquidity buffer

EUR Million
399



EUR 520 million undrawn committed
revolving credit facility (RCF)



~80% of debt matures 2018+



Net debt / EBITDA of 2.4 excluding
uncalled bank guarantees and one-offs, 2.9
including



Fixed coverage ratio 3.0 excluding oneoffs, 2.8 including



Covenant tightness as a result of margin
pressure, uncalled bank guarantees and
one-offs

267

155
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2014

35

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021+



Net debt / EBITDA < 3
Fixed coverage ratio > 2.5

Solvency ratio 47%
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Strengthening of business controls – what’s done, what’s next




Key positions filled


Group controller and treasurer in place



Internal audit team installed; risk based audit plan being rolled out



Regional controller responsibilities aligned with regional management set-up

Acceleration of monthly reporting




50% throughput time reduction, started successfully in September

IT landscape to be standardised and upgraded


New consolidation system ready for launch January 2015



Standardised IT landscape will be implemented including standardised master data and
improved controls (2015 – 2016)



Increased granularity in forecasting and budgeting process



Standardised project reporting and controls



Design internal control self-assessment framework nearly complete
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Phase 1 roll-out in 1HY15

Simplification organisation in progress


Implementation of shared service centres of back office functions



Reduction of legal entities



Standardisation
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Fugro does not expect to pay dividend over 2014


Fugro has a long-standing tradition of

Historical dividends (€ per share)

returning profits to shareholders through
dividends

EUR per share
63%



Due to weak results and to strengthen the
balance sheet Fugro does not expect to

62%

61%

58%
54%
Stock as %
of total

55%
52%

52%

50%
54%

pay dividend over 2014
43%
40%



Current dividend policy of 35 – 55 %
pay-out of net result remains unchanged

40%

40%

41%

Pay-out ratio
(regular dividend)

41%
2.00
Extra
0.50 dividend

1.25
0.60
2005
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43%

39%

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

0.83

2006

2007
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Updated mid-term targets
Fugro has updated its mid-term targets to reflect current market conditions and profit
improvement initiatives currently underway
Building on Strength
Updated mid-term targets (2017)

Growth through Leadership
Previous mid-term targets (2016)

Low end range: current market conditions
High end range: improved market conditions

Based on sustained growth environment

8 – 12%

≈ 15%

EBIT Margin
Fugro
Geotech onshore

8 – 11%
> 15%

Geotech offshore

11 – 15%

Survey

12 – 15%

> 18%

Subsea

6 – 9%

> 12%

Seabed

5 – 10%

> 12%

8 – 12%

≈ 14%

ROCE
Fugro1

1. Excluding multi-client
Return on capital employed (ROCE) is defined as NOPAT as a percentage of a three points average capital employed (average total equity plus net interest bearing debt excluding the
vendor loan related to the divestment of the majority of the Geosciences business and the Seabed warrant). The three points consist of the last three reporting periods.
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Key takeaways



Adapting Fugro to current and mid-term market conditions



Addressing unacceptable margin and ROCE development and return to positive cash flow to
delever the balance sheet


Actions defined to improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points in the next 2 years with the
majority of the actions finalised in 2015



Replacement and expansion investments will be adjusted by EUR 125–225 million to manage
positive free cash flow



Accounts receivable improvement programme in place to deliver up to EUR 50–100 million cash
in 2015



Continued to strengthen business controls



Mid-term targets updated to reflect current market conditions and the profit improvement initiatives
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HIGHLIGHTS
GEOTECH
Scott Rainey
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Divisional highlights - Geotech

Key takeaways






Offshore


Business realignment following weak global performance



Vessel replacement capex cut by EUR 90 million in following 3 years



Reduction of annual operational cost by EUR 15 million by taking out two charters



Maintain strong market position particularly in deepwater

Onshore


Continued solid performance of business line



Wide exposure to different markets (oil & gas, building & infrastructure, mining, water)



Continue geographic expansion in emerging markets (Caspian, Africa, Middle East)

Exit well services


Divest or partner Fugro Synergy



Strengthen and grow geoconsulting business



Total divisional EBIT improvement of EUR 20 million
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Divisional highlights - Geotech

Geotech – unrivalled service portfolio
Multiple services

Geoconsulting services

Onshore/ nearshore & offshore site investigations

Specialist services
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Unique service combinations


Clear global market leader in the space we
operate



Unparalleled deepwater capability



Global presence with locally positioned
resources



Differentiating combination of onshore/
near shore and offshore site investigation
combined through geoconsulting services



Strong position in specialist services:
 Laboratory testing
 Pile & and foundation testing
 Geo- & structural monitoring
 Pavement management
 Water management
 Environmental engineering
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Divisional highlights - Geotech

Performance 2014 YTD: underperformance in part of portfolio
EBIT margin %

Performance
Offshore
 Business line significantly underperformed
 Reduced demand in oil & gas market resulting in
delays and project cancellations

11.8
7.4

 Less favourable business mix of projects and
lower utilisation of assets
1HY13

1HY14*

 Operational issues with Fugro Synergy vessel in
Mexico

* Excluding impairments and one-offs

Backlog & revenue in EUR million

Backlog (12 month) & revenue
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 Lump sum wind farm projects incurred higher
costs than expected
Onshore

496
456

485

499

463

Backlog

 Solid performance in traditional markets particularly
in the Middle East, Hong Kong and Americas
 Growth in emerging markets

190

177

169

Q3 13

Q4 13

Q1 14

197

204

Q2 14

Q3 14

Revenue

 Presence in Africa strengthened with recent
acquisitions (Geofor and Earth Resources) and new
offices in East Africa (Mozambique, Tanzania,
Uganda)
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Offshore Geotech: adapt to market conditions
Status & way forward


Expect difficult market conditions for
2015/2016



Align resources with current market and
2015/2016 expectations
 Reduction of fixed cost
 Delay vessel expansion plans
 Reduce number of chartered vessels



Exit well intervention market
 De-risk the commercial impact of Fugro
Synergy by partnering or divestment



De-risk the wind farm projects
 Change bidding strategy and contract
terms

Fugro Explorer

Expected impact
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Capex reduction: EUR 30 million / year
Total EBIT improvement of EUR 17 million
of which EUR 10 million in 2015

Geotechnical drill rig
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Onshore Geotech: grow in emerging markets
Status & way forward


Continue growth in emerging markets
by repositioning resources to support
expansion



Accelerate the growth in Africa with new
acquisitions



Strengthen our position in niche markets
where we elect to operate



Build global geoconsulting capabilities

CPT testing truck

Expected impact


Total EBIT improvement EUR 3 million in
2015
Geotechnical testing in Saudi Arabia
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Divisional highlights - Geotech

Key takeaways






Offshore


Business realignment following weak global performance



Vessel replacement capex cut by EUR 90 million in following 3 years



Reduction of annual operational cost by EUR 15 million by taking out two charters



Maintain strong market position particularly in deepwater

Onshore


Continued solid performance of business line



Wide exposure to different markets (oil & gas, building & infrastructure, mining, water)



Continue geographic expansion in emerging markets (Caspian, Africa, Middle East)

Exit well services


Divest or partner Fugro Synergy



Strengthen and grow geoconsulting business



Total divisional EBIT improvement of EUR 20 million
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HIGHLIGHTS
SURVEY
Mark Heine
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Divisional highlights - Survey

Key takeaways
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Global market leader with unique competitive strengths



Robust performance in current market conditions



Under performance in geospatial and geophysical surveys



Drastic restructuring aerial mapping to asset light geospatial solution provider



Stepping up Performance Improvement Programmes



Reduce fleet expansion and renewal capex by EUR 100M per year in current market



Maintain market share and improve margin through innovation

www.fugro.com

Divisional highlights - Survey

Market position: Global leader with unique competitive strengths
Five global business lines

Positioning

Unique competitive strengths


Market leader in offshore survey



Unmatched scale in geography, people,
experience and assets



Integrated multi-divisional services



Long track record as reliable partner for
major IOCs and NOCs



Innovation
 Proven R&D organisation
 Strong R&D pipeline

Construction Support

Geophysical Survey

MetOcean

Geospatial
49
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Divisional highlights - Survey

2014 YTD: Robust performance in current market conditions
EBIT margin %

Performance

18.1



Stable revenue and backlog



Good results Positioning, Construction
Support and MetOcean



Less Geophysical activity in pre-FID oil and
gas work



EBIT margin Q2 & Q3 substantially better
than Q1



Aerial mapping loss making, restructuring
well advanced

11.8

1HY14 **

1HY13*
* incl. COFG
**excluding impairments reported in Q2

Backlog (12 month) & revenue
Backlog & Revenue in million Euro

639

598

624

640

645
Backlog

250

208

196

228

229
Revenue

Q3 13
50

Q4 13

Q1 14

Q2 14

Q3 14
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Divisional highlights - Survey

Geospatial: Drastic restructuring aerial mapping
Situation & way forward


Traditional aerial mapping industry highly
commoditised and under performing globally



Stop losses by drastic restructuring
 25% cost reduction completed
 Withdrawal from traditional mapping
activities
 Outsourcing aircraft operations



3D world as captured by Fugro ROAMES technology

Rebuild geospatial business line around
industry verticals

Expected impact in 2015



Revenue decline: EUR 20 million
EBIT improvement: > EUR 10 million
Fugro RailData: Proprietary sensor that fits on regular train
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Divisional highlights - Survey

Geophysical: Maintain market share & protect margins
Situation & way forward


Lower demand for pre-FID work due to
Capex reduction in Oil & Gas market



Increased work in non-O&G activities



Best in-class survey vessel fleet protecting
market share



Clear focus on operational efficiency



Contingency plans ready if market further
deteriorates



Strongly reduced vessel expansion plan

AUVs play an increasingly important role

Expected impact



Protect margins and maintain market share
Expansion CAPEX reduction by EUR 100 million / yr
Good utilization of Fugro’s new versatile vessels
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Divisional highlights - Survey

EBIT margin: Stepping up performance improvement
Situation & way forward
Performance Improvement Programmes
1.

Cost reduction program at opco level

2.

Standardization and Delivery Excellence
program continues
All services are analyzed using Lean Concepts

3.

3rd party cost reduction program
 strengthening global purchasing
 Use regionalisation to increase
equipment utilisation

Expected impact in 2015


EBIT improvement EUR 10 million
Purchasing equipment will be better coordinated
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Divisional highlights - Survey

Maintain market share and improve margin through innovation







Automated data processing
Remote services
Modern fleet
Automated seep detection
Subsea asset mapping
Cloud processing and data delivery

OARS - Remote services leading to less people offshore
54








Less personnel, faster delivery
Less offshore personnel and risk exposure
High uptime, safe operations, better data
Cost effective seismic exploration
Asset integrity assurance
Lower cost, faster turnaround

SeaStriper – Better information, more efficient processing
www.fugro.com

Divisional highlights - Survey

Maintain market share and improve margin through innovation
Geophysical

The MH370 aircraft search program uses “Back-to-base”
technology

New technologies (Seep detection) that turns around the way
exploration is done

Construction Support

Positioning

Mapping assets as part of Due Diligence during asset sale
55

Geophysical

ROAMES - One day turnaround with highly automated processing
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Divisional highlights - Survey

Key takeaways
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Global market leader with unique competitive strengths



Robust performance in current market conditions



Under performance in geospatial and geophysical surveys



Drastic restructuring aerial mapping to asset light geospatial solution provider



Stepping up Performance Improvement Programmes



Reduce fleet expansion and renewal capex by EUR 100M per year in current market



Maintain market share and improve margin through innovation

www.fugro.com

HIGHLIGHTS
SUBSEA
Steve Thomson
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Key takeaways
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Growing market for subsea, specifically in asset integrity and reliability services



Substantial progress made to become a strong IRRM player (Inspection, Repair, Replace &
Maintenance)



Fugro Subsea shifting exposure from capex toward opex clients budgets



On track with Performance Improvement Programme to deliver 4-6% EBIT margin improvement
by 2016/2017



Explore partnership options to build a leading global IRRM portfolio

www.fugro.com

Divisional highlights - Subsea

Performance 2014 YTD
EBIT margin %

0.3

Performance

2.8 **
-1.4

* Excluding impairments and one-offs
** Excluding effects of fire and strike

Backlog (12 month) & revenue
466
420

435
384

Backlog & revenue in EUR million

366



Asia Pacific: low ROV and vessel utilisation
in H1, but improved in Q3



Q2 incidents; engine room fire on largest
vessel and divers’ strike



Solid backlog level taking seasonality into
account and impact of Great Western Flank
project

Backlog

193

178
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Europe: improved results driven by
construction support incl. trenching

1HY14*

1HY13

Q3 13



156
107

108

Q4 13

Q1 14

Q2 14

Revenue

Q3 14
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Structural improvements to core activities progressing
Completed restructuring


Closed down Norwegian based operations



Restructured tooling into global business line

Actions & way forward


Downsizing ROV business in Asia Pacific



Stepping up Performance Improvement
Programs



Third party cost reduction through strategic
fleet management



Target selected long term contracts to
improve profit robustness

Diver inspection

Expected additional impact


Total EBIT improvement: EUR 10 million in
2015
ROV simulation project training
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Market position: strong IRRM player
Fugro Subsea overview

Strong IRRM capabilities


Strong positions in key regions and services



Dependable service provider with long track
record recognized by major oil companies
resulting in market share gains



Comprehensive set of capabilities:
 support and simulation software
 subsea tooling
 ROV technology
 diving
 engineering

Inspection, repair, replace & maintenance

Construction support & installation

Drill support
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Building on best global footprint to address operator’s opex
Situation & way forward


Opportunities for multi year expansion in
Africa and Asia Pacific



Build a seamless services offering
across Subsea, Survey and Geotech
tailored to clients operating units



Asset optimisation



Explore partnership options to build

ROV operator

global IRRM portfolio

Expected impact


Reduced performance volatility
ROV inspection
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Increasing capital effectiveness and efficiency
Key actions
Enhanced capital discipline


Maximising lifetime of current ROV fleet



Optimizing mix of vessel ownership and
flexible structure of charters (2 owned, 8
charters, 10 tripartite)



Optimising utilisation of ROVs by global
management
Flexible ROV support fleet

Creating fit-for-purpose asset base


Convergence towards more opex capable
vessel fleet



Developing differentiating ROV technology
in support of IRRM strategy



Contingency plans ready if market
deteriorates

Expected impact


Total EBIT improvement: EUR 10 million by
2017 of which EUR 3 million in 2015.
Fugro FCV 3000 ROV
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Divisional highlights - Subsea

Key takeaways
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Growing market for subsea, specifically in asset integrity and reliability services



Substantial progress made to become a more focused IRRM player (Inspection, Repair, Replace
& Maintenance)



Fugro Subsea shifting exposure from capex toward opex clients budgets



On track with Performance Improvement Programme to deliver 4%-6% EBIT margin improvement
by 2016/2017



Explore partnership options to build global IRRM portfolio

www.fugro.com

HIGHLIGHTS
SEABED
GEOSOLUTIONS
Scott Rainey
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Divisional highlights - Seabed Geosolutions

Key takeaways



Immediate actions to stop the bleeding in the Seabed Geosolutions:









66

Changed leadership: CEO and Board
Significantly strengthened project management and cost control on current projects
Operational production improvement essential to improve results
Target break even and positive cash flow in H2 2015

Accelerate restructuring to de-risk the business


Implement additional organisational restructuring under way and completed early 2015



Complete transformation to modular operations as soon as current project commitments allow

Explore strategic alternatives

www.fugro.com

Divisional highlights - Seabed Geosolutions

Challenging market conditions
Seabed Geosolution overview
ubsea overview

Market position & trends


Largest seabed seismic operator providing
full range of seabed technologies



Market has become very challenging due
to capital discipline of operators and project
delays



Very large, lumpy contracts with uncertain
timing and complicated mobilisations



Capital intensive operations with high
barriers to entry



Nodes on a rope technology will likely
displace ocean bottom cable over time

Ocean bottom nodes

Ocean bottom cable
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Divisional highlights - Seabed Geosolutions

Performance 2014 YTD Seabed Geosolutions
EBIT margin %

Performance


Unacceptable performance due to:


- 50,3

Deteriorating market conditions
 Discretionary spending cuts

- 48,3

 Project start date delays
1HY13

1HY14



*

 Mobilization delays, cost overruns
and low production on three SWOBC
(cable) projects

* Excluding impairments and one-offs



Backlog (12 month) & revenue

Backlog & revenue in EUR million

350
287
261

250



Improved utilisation H1 2015. Confirmed
backlog for 3 OBC and one OBN crew.



Urgent improvement of project execution
essential to improve results



Challenging market conditions and project
losses will trigger asset impairment charges
and onerous contract provisions

248
207

186

150
Revenue

100
50

47

34

40

Q4 13

Q1 14

58

70

0
Q3 13
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Very low OBN utilization and technical
issues

Backlog

300

200

Large losses on current projects

Q2 14

Q3 14
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Divisional highlights - Seabed Geosolutions

Structural turn around in progress
Transformation actions

Expected impact

 Management changes, CEO and Board
(More hands-on support)

 Fixed cost base reduction

 Strengthen project management to reduce
cost and improve operational efficiency on
current projects

 Project execution improvement

 Accelerate restructuring to a fully modular
operation:

 Variable project cost control
 EBIT improvement by 2016: EUR 100 million

 Lower fixed vessel cost
 Mitigate impact on periods of low asset
utilisation
 Rigorous contract reviews to mitigate risks
 Explore strategic alternatives

Case Abyss OBN
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Divisional highlights - Seabed Geosolutions

Key takeaways



Immediate actions to stop the bleeding in the Seabed Geosolutions:
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Changed leadership: CEO and Board
Significantly strengthened project management and cost control on current projects
Operational production improvement essential to improve results
Target break even and positive cash flow in H2 2015

Accelerate restructuring to de-risk the business


Implement additional organisational restructuring under way and completed early 2015



Complete transformation to modular operations as soon as current project commitments allow

Explore strategic alternatives

www.fugro.com

HIGHLIGHTS
MULTI-CLIENT
LIBRARY
Steve Thomson
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Divisional highlights – Geoscience

Key takeaways



No change in strategic direction for multi-client library



No guidance due to uncertainty in the market
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Divisional highlights – Multi-client library

Performance 2014 YTD Multi-client library
EBIT margin %

Performance
Results

31.4



Revenue in multi-client sales significantly
declined



Client interest hampered by general
weakness exploration market; not expected
to recover soon

- 48,3

13.2
1HY13

1HY14

*

* Excluding impairments and one-offs

Revenue
Revenue in EUR million

44

23
17
12
8

Q3 13
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Q4 13

Q1 14

Q2 14

Q3 14
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Divisional highlights – Multi-client library

Multi-client data base
Profile

Seismic database of about 1.8 million km 2D data
and >135,000 km of 3D data, focused on
Australia and Norway


Marketing and licensing agreements
 with CGG for 3D data
 with TGS for 2D data



Limited investment going forward



Revenue will taper off over next 4-5 years



10% indirect interest in Australian oil discovery
Phoenix South -1



Exploring divesting opportunities for parts or
whole of library
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Divisional highlights – Multi-client library

Key takeaways



No change in strategic direction for multi-client library



Nu guidance due to uncertainty in the market
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KEY
TAKEAWAYS
Paul van Riel
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Key takeaways


Compelling long-term potential but challenging mid-term market conditions



Geotech and Survey continue to provide a sound core



Building on our strengths to restore margins, improve ROCE and sustain strong cash flow
generation


Tangible action being taken across the board to improve EBIT margin by 5–6 percentage points
over next 2 years, with majority of the improvement actions to be finalised in 2015



Reduced expansion and replacement investment and M&A by EUR 125–225 million



EUR 50–100 million working capital improvement in 2015



Strategy adjusted to reflect new reality in the oil and gas market



Fugro mid-term targets have been updated
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